
CHANGING THE UNDER SEAT WEIGHT POST
ON AB COASTER® CTL (SW & ABS SERIES)

T H E  A B S  C O M P A N Y

Changing the under seat weight post on the AbCoaster CTL is a very easy task. You will
need either a metric M8 or M10 allen key to accomplish this. Start by lifting the seat
towards the back of the unit. You may wish to prop the seat up on something to hold it
steady for you.

Serial numbers starting SW:
Older SW serial number series units have the bolts go
directly into the support frame. Simply remove the
two bolts anchoring the weight post from the bottom
support bar.
You can re-use the hardware and now re-attach the
new post where the old one was previously mounted.
Test with a weight from the weight storage stack and
you can proceed to use the machine again.

Serial numbers starting ABS:
Newer ABS serial number series units have nuts on top
of the frame bar you will need to access with an
adjustable crescent wrench. Depending on the
direction the nuts were installed, you may need to
remove the seat to accomplish this. (Remove the seat
pad; 4 bolts at the corners, then you will be able to
access the four mounting bolts for the Seat Mounting
Plate.) Once you have access to the bolts and nuts
that hold the weight post on, you can detach it and,
reusing the hardware, attach the new one.

If there are questions during an install for a tech,
PLEASE do not hesitate to call us and discuss! We are
happy to assist and make sure that every install goes
smoothly. We are happy to hop on FaceTime or Zoom
and video chat to make sure things are set up
correctly. Just call 866-219-5335 Option 5 and we can
set up a video conference.

Call for details: 1-866-219-5335 Outside the US: 1-908-879-2713
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